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       QUOTE SELECTED BY JOYFUL JOURNEY FRIENDS 

     The deep roots never doubt spring will come.    Marty Rubin 

MUSIC & MEMORY PROGRAM 

The Joyful Journey Program Team has begun 
prepara ons to bring the Music & Memory pro-
gram back to Friends. Music & Memory is an in-
terna onally recognized program that operates 
under the premise that people have a strong 
memory of and emo onal connec on to music 
from their forma ve years, ages 15-25.  

A playlist composed of this music and tailored to 
the individual can “tap deep memories long 
a ached to the brain and can bring listeners 
back to life, enabling them to feel like them-
selves again, to converse, socialize, and stay pre-
sent.” Joyful Journey provided this program to 
Friends from 2017 to 2020. We are looking for-
ward to bringing it back for current and future 
Friends to enjoy! 

HELP A CAREGIVER 

“What can I do to help?” It seems like a very simple ques on, and for a caregiver, it can some mes feel too over-
whelming to answer. Here are our top three ways to offer help that caregivers may readily accept. 

1. Give them a break:  Say, “I would love to spend some me with your loved one. Can I stop over for a few 
hours so you can have a break?” Then, be sure to have a few days and mes handy that you can suggest, if they 
don’t have a specific need. 

2. Bring over food:  Everyone likes a break from cooking! Give your caregiver a call and let them know what you 
are bringing over. It is also nice to ask if they have a specific day and me that works best. 

3. Stay in touch:  Whether you are connected to the caregiver or the person who is being cared for, be sure to 
give them a call on a regular basis. Send them a card!  Let them know you are thinking of them. And, ask if you 
can stop by to visit. 
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